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Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma (MPM) is an 

aggressive deadly tumor that has few therapeutic 

options. Immunotherapies have shown great 

potential in alleviating MPM patient symptoms. Using 

patient data from the Cancer Genome Atlas 

(TCGA) we sought to identify mutations, regulators, 

and immune factors driving immune cell migration. 

We explored computational methods to define 

regulatory causal flows in order to make biological 

predictions. These predictions were verified by 

cross-referencing peer-reviewed articles. A disease-

relevant inference model was developed to examine 

the chemokine IL-18’s effect on natural killer cell 
(NK cell) migration.

• The ImmunoNetwork approach allows us to use TCGA 

patient data to attain downstream regulatory data to make 

biological predictions.

• Serves as a framework for discovering disease/patient 

relevant therapeutic targets that can be analyzed in the 

future.

• IL-18’s effect on NK cells will be tested using developed 

protocols. 
MPM is an incurable, aggressive malignant 

tumor that forms in the pleural lining of the lungs. 

The most commonly known cause is the 

inhalation of asbestos fibers [1].

The Plaisier lab has built the SYGNAL network to 

highlight regulatory factors across MPM and 33 

different cancer types [2]. Applying specific filters 

to these networks make it possible to highlight 

correlations between these filters and selected 
immune cells.

Western Blot:

• Proteins resolved using SDS-page - electrophoretically 

transferred to membrane, blocked, and bound to 

primary and secondary antibodies.

• Results will tell if IL-18 is present in our MPM cell lines.
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Pathway Analysis 

• Used Cox proportional 

hazards regression and 

Kaplan Meier curves.

• Indicate statistically 

significant protective 

effects associated with 

increased immune cell 

fractions.  

• NK cells were chosen to 

pursue based on the p-

value (0.002) as well as 

their role in innate immunity.

Table 2. All secreted proteins with significant correlation to NK cells 

activated. Those chosen for further analysis are highlighted.

Fig 2. Kaplan Meier survival curve for activated natural killer cells.

Table 1. Immune cells with a significant negative correlation with survival for MPM.

Fig 1. Image courtesy of [3].

• Papers have found IL-18 upregulates the migration of natural killer 

cells within a Matrigel invasion chamber [4].

• Studies have found that NK cells express IL-18 receptors.

Fig 4. IL-18 Causal Flow. Top row: Box plots between different factors in the causal flow. Top Left: 

Regulator vs. Mutation Status, Bicluster vs. Mutation status, Immune Cell vs. Mutation Status. Middle: 

Causal flow and significant p-value. Bottom row: Linear regression plots between factors in causal flow. 

Bottom left: Bicluster vs. Regulator, Immune Cells vs. Regulator, Immune Cells vs. Bicluster, and Immune 

Cell vs. Signaling Molecule.

Migration Assay:

• NK-92 cells will be used for these experiments.

• Similar characteristics to NK cells; affinity to 

grow.
• Determine effect IL-18 has on NK cell 

migration to MPM cells.

• Are other factors necessary for upregulation 

of NK cell migration (IL-12, IFN-𝜸)? [4].
Fig 5. Image courtesy of [5].


